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Get it Right

• Are the best leaders characterized by thoughtful reflection, 

or by decisive action?

• To be successful, should you focus your attention on your 

work or on your family?

• What’s more important---the needs of the individual or the 

needs of the team?

• Should our community honor traditions, or should we 

innovate?

• In this COVID time, is it better to do what we know with 

certainty works or to be open to learn new ways of doing 

things?

• Is it better to breathe in, or to breathe out?
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For every complex problem, there is an answer that is 

clear, simple, and wrong. 

--H. L. Mencken
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Using Both/And in addition to 

Either/Or Thinking 

How an effective leader can take advantage of the 

tension when s/he feels pulled in two different 

directions
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30+ years of data about polarities
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Goals for the Session

• Understand the basics of how polarities work

• Identify some of the tensions in your own experience where an 

Either/Or approach is not working, and you need an additional 

skillset

• Create and experience a polarity map together to see how it 

works

• Consider situations in our community where we are thriving, and 

where we are stuck

• Get a tool for your leadership toolbox to apply whenever you are 

faced with competing values, and the nagging sense both may 

be right
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Remove the “Candlestick” and you have 

…

Remove the “Faces” and you have …

What is This a Picture of?

Visual Illustration of a Polarity
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What is a polarity?

• Polarities, paradoxes, tensions, competing values

• Interdependent pairs that need each other over time to create 

positive and sustainable results

• Polarities are unavoidable, indestructible, and unsolvable

• Both points of view are accurate and neither is complete.

•A shift in mindset from seeing all difficulties as problems to solve to 

seeing some difficulties as polarities to leverage
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Problem to Solve 
Either/Or Thinking

Polarity to Leverage
Both/And Thinking

• 2 + 2 = _____?

• What will the tax rate be 

this year?

•Should I promote Marlo?

•Cost and Quality

•Activity and Rest

•Candor and Diplomacy

A powerful possibility
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Upside of Left pole= positive results of 
focus on the left pole

Upside of Right Pole = positive results 
of focus on the right pole

Downside of Left Pole = negative results of 
over-focus on the left pole to the neglect of 

the right pole

Downside of Right Pole = negative results 
of over-focus on the right pole to the 

neglect of the left pole

Deeper Fear from lack of balance

Greater Purpose Statement (GPS)   - why balance this 

polarity?*

**

Polarity Map™ © 1992, 2008 Polarity Management Associates, LLC  /  * Thanks to John Scherer, The Scherer
Leadership Center  /  ** Thanks to De Wit & Meyer BV  /  *** Thanks to Todd Johnson, Rivertown Consultants

Polarity Management® Map

andInhale Exhale

•Get fresh 

oxygen
•Clean out 

carbon 

dioxide

•Too much 

carbon dioxide
•Lack of oxygen

Sustainable life

Death
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Deeper Fear

Greater Purpose
*

**

Polarity Map™ © 1992, 2008 Polarity Management Associates, LLC  /  * Thanks to John Scherer, The Scherer
Leadership Center  /  ** Thanks to De Wit & Meyer BV  /  *** Thanks to Todd Johnson, Rivertown Consultants

Polarity ® Map

and
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Upside of Left pole= positive results of 
focus on the left pole

Upside of Right Pole = positive results 
of focus on the right pole

Downside of Left Pole = negative results of 
over-focus on the left pole to the neglect of 

the right pole

Downside of Right Pole = negative results 
of over-focus on the right pole to the 

neglect of the left pole

*

**

Polarity Map™ © 1992, 2008 Polarity Management Associates, LLC  /  * Thanks to John Scherer, The Scherer
Leadership Center  /  ** Thanks to De Wit & Meyer BV  /  *** Thanks to Todd Johnson, Rivertown Consultants

Polarity ® Map

andActivity Rest

•Energized

•Stimulated

•Get things done

•Rejuvenated

•Relaxed

•Plan ahead

•Exhaustion

•Overwhelm

•No opportunity

to plan

•Lack of energy

•Disengaged

•Not getting 

things 

done

Lead a healthy, happy life

Life feels meaningless

Early warnings

•Irritable, 

snapping at 

others

•Sub-quality 

performance

Early warnings

•Bored

•Others call you lazy

•Feel unmotivated

Action Steps

•Set exercise schedule

•To do list

•Turn off TV

Action Steps

•Plenty of sleep

•Limit priorities

•Down time

•Vacation
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Realities of all polarities*
1. Polarities are energy systems. 

2. Polarities are not new. We’ve known them all our lives.

3. Polarities are interdependent pairs and require both/and thinking.

4. Both/and thinking is an addition to either/or thinking, not a 

replacement.

5. In an argument over a polarity, both sides are right.

6. Each pole has an upside, and a downside.

7. Polarities are unavoidable, indestructible, and unsolvable.

8. Polarities are leverage-able.

9. Seeing one side as a solution now will lead to it being see as a 

mistake later on.

*Adapted from Jane Kise, 2014
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What polarities will you be 

leveraging this year in LMR?
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Polarities on 1 Immersion Team

• Individual-Team: Life happens, and our own (personal, 

family, work) needs may come first. It’s a balance. We took 

turns stepping up, and some were stars at focusing on the 

team.

• Learning-Knowing: We had fun learning, and sometimes 

forgot to recognize and value what we already knew.

• Focus on relationships-Focus on task: We wanted to get 

to know each other, AND do a great job on our project.

• Planning-Executing: An over-focus on time spent 

planning, leading to a bit of desperation at the end!

• Benefitting others-Benefitting self: A project providing 

benefit to the community, and the experience benefitted 

each of us.
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Polarities Showing Up in LQ2021

• Knowing and Learning

• Stability and Change

• Individual and 

Collective

• Planned and Emergent

• LMR led and 

Participant led
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• Cost and Quality

• Effective and Efficient

• Structure and Flexibility

• Responsibility and Freedom

• Planning and Implementation

• Head and Heart

• Task and Relationship

• Individual (Part) and Collective (Whole)

• Support and Challenge

• Stability and Change

• Self and Other

• Direct and Empower

12 Frequent Polarities
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See it – Recognize when you've got a polarity to 

leverage (with and/both thinking) vs. a 

problem to solve (either/or).

Map it – Identify the poles and create the 

complete picture from all stakeholders’ 

perspectives. 

Engage it – Leverage the polarity by committing 

to ongoing attention and action to value both 

poles.

How to leverage a polarity
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• We’ll be working on 4 key polarities

• Each participant will be given a polarity to 

work

• The chosen polarities offer a multi-faceted 

picture of some of the likely tensions you 

experience as a leader in our community

• We’ll explore these polarities on polarity 

maps and then discuss the results

Application of polarities
A
C
T
IV

IT
Y
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Map your polarity
• 4 quadrants: 2 poles; an Upside and Downside of each pole

• In each quadrant, list what you experience here

• Draw a symbol/picture for each quadrant

• When it’s time, we’ll move to the next quadrant, following 

the normal flow of the polarity

LearningKnowing

Stagnant

Can’t 

adapt

Efficient

On same 

page

Innovative

Adaptable

Inefficient

Confused
This Photo by Unknown 

Author is licensed under CC 

BY-ND

http://www.englishexercises.org/makeagame/viewgame.asp?id=4668
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/
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Create your maps

• Go outside and stand in a quadrant on a map, 1 person per 

quadrant

• Pull out your polarity map and label the two poles 

– Stability and Change

– Planning and Implementing

– Competition and Collaboration

– Support Police and Hold Police Accountable

• Do you feel a strong pull towards one pole? 

• Start with the quadrant you are in—list the upsides (or 

downsides) and draw a picture/symbol

• 4 rounds, 1 for each upside and each downside, following 

the natural flow of ever polarity
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Community polarities

Sharing our maps: upside of left pole, then its 

downside, then upside of right pole and downside.

Competition AND Collaboration

Stability AND Change

Planning AND Implementing

Support Police AND Hold Police Accountable
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Competitio

n
Collaboratio

n

Innovation and excellence across the 

region

Regional partners fail to leverage our 

unique talents

Share/leverage 

resources

Inclusive, engaging of 

everyone

Shared lessons 

learned

Harmony

Difficulty making 

decisions

Slower

Group goals could 

equal loss of individual 

voices

Pride

Energizing

Speed

Tons of options

Drives cost down

Redundancy in 

programs

Wasted investment in 

resources

Divisive

Lowers self esteem
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Stability Change

Vibrant region that stays 

current

Stagnation and chaos

Efficiency

Expertise

Reliability

Unable to cope with big 

changes

Does not leave room for 

diverse, creative, new 

thinking

Innovation

Growth

Inclusive/relevant

Fiscal and social 

cost

Loss of identity

Mistakes, Risk

Loss of expertise
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Support 

Police

Hold Police 

Accountable

Community and Police 

Effectively Partnering for Our 

Well-being

Lack of community-police 

partnership

Police brutality goes 

unaddressed

Police stop being 

respected

Police stop intervening 

for fear of making a 

mistake

Retention issues 

The best officers are 

appreciated and valued

Mistakes are responded 

to with education and 

retraining

Police feel valued and 

supported

Ample applicants 

Pride in being an officer
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Support 

Protesters

Hold Protesters 

Accountable

Protesters message is heard/has 

impact

Protesters efforts are wasted
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Planning Implementin

g

Nothing of quality gets done

High quality initiatives sustained over 

time

Understand what is 

takes to get it done

Feel prepared

Can see big picture

Organized

Nothing gets done

No feedback

Paralysis by analysis

Forward progress

Engagement

Continuous 

improvement

Satisfaction

Measure once, cut 

twice

Poor outcomes/lose 

money

Narrow vision
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Planning Implementin

g

Nothing of quality gets done

High quality initiatives sustained over 

time

Understand what is 

takes to get it done

Feel prepared

Can see big picture

Organized

Nothing gets done

No feedback

Paralysis by analysis

Forward progress

Engagement

Continuous 

improvement

Satisfaction

Measure once, cut 

twice

Poor outcomes/lose 

money

Narrow vision

When you have a strong preference, you only see half the 

picture.
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Competitio

n
Collaboratio

n

Innovation and excellence across the 

region

Regional partners fail to leverage our 

unique talents

Share/leverage 

resources

Inclusive, engaging of 

everyone

Shared lessons 

learned

Harmony

Difficulty making 

decisions

Slower

Group goals could 

equal loss of individual 

voices

Pride

Energizing

Speed

Tons of options

Drives cost down

Redundancy in 

programs

Wasted investment in 

resources

Divisive

Lowers self esteem
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The Power of Diversity

•“A diverse mix of voices leads to better 

discussions, decisions, and outcomes for everyone.” 

— Sundar Pichai

•What we have to do… is to find a way to celebrate 

our diversity and debate our differences without 

fracturing our communities. –Hillary Clinton

•If we cannot now end our differences, at least we 

can help make the world safe for diversity. -John F. 

Kennedy

•It is time for parents to teach young people early on 

that in diversity there is beauty and there is strength.  

-Maya Angelou
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Polarities Mapping as a Tool for 

Inclusion
• “Diversity, or the state of being different, isn't the same as 

inclusion. One is a description of what is, while the other 

describes a style of interaction essential to effective teams 

and organizations.” 

– — Bill Crawford, Psychologist (Source: Leading Differently)

• “Diversity: the art of thinking independently together.”

—Malcolm Forbes

https://leadingdifferently.com/2018/05/10/diversity-vs-inclusion/
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Our Community and Polarities

• The most vibrant communities over time embrace the 

paradox of seemingly opposite poles to address their 

complex challenges.

• Where stakeholders differ and tensions run high, we value 

the diverse stakeholders’ views, and leverage their energy.

• Polarities can be used to analyze and correct failed 

initiatives, and repair relationships as well as to plan 

successful initiatives

• Metro Richmond, like all communities, is constantly 

managing polarities---either poorly or well.
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Upside of Left pole= positive results of 
focus on the left pole

Upside of Right Pole = positive results 
of focus on the right pole

Downside of Left Pole = negative results of 
over-focus on the left pole to the neglect of 

the right pole

Downside of Right Pole = negative results 
of over-focus on the right pole to the 

neglect of the left pole

Deeper Fear from lack of 

balance

Greater Purpose Statement (GPS)   - why balance this 

polarity?*

**

Polarity Map™ © 1992, 2008 Polarity Management Associates, LLC  /  * Thanks to John Scherer, The Scherer
Leadership Center  /  ** Thanks to De Wit & Meyer BV  /  *** Thanks to Todd Johnson, Rivertown Consultants

Polarity ® Map

Action Steps
How will we gain or maintain the positive 
results from focusing on this left pole? 

What? Who? By When? Measures? 

Action Steps
How will we gain or maintain the positive 
results from focusing on this right pole? 

What? Who? By When? Measures? 

Measurable indicators (things you can 
count) that will let you know that you are 
getting into the downside of this left pole.

Measurable indicators (things you can 
count) that will let you know that you are 

getting into the downside of this right 
pole.

and
Fix what’s 

wrong

•Focused 

efforts

•Attention 

where it is 

most needed

•Clear models 

for success

•Hope/Optimis

m

•Overwhelm

•Loss of hope

•Unbalanced 

resources

•Haves and have 

nots

•Problems not 

addressed

Thriving Schools

Disengaged Stakeholders

Early warnings

•Finger pointing

•Resentment 

Early 

warnings

•Problems worsen

•Pollyanna 

accusations

Action Steps

•Set priorities

•Highlight small 

successes

Action Steps

•Partners/Mentors to 

share skillsets

•Incentivize success

Highlight 

what’s right

School  example: ‘Six Ways to Save Richmond Public Schools’, Richmond 

Magazine, Dec 2003
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Keys to leveraging polarities
1. Recognize when situations are polarities to be leveraged rather 

than problems to be solved 

2. Involve all stakeholders to understand the specific polarities 

fully

3. Complete a polarity map to define the upside and downside of 

each pole

4. Identify early warning signs to notice when moving into the 

downside of either pole

5. Create a list of actions to take to maximize the likelihood of 

experiencing the poles’ upsides

6. When experiencing the downside of one pole, take action to 

realize the upside of the opposing pole

7. When possible, choose ”the 3rd way”-–actions that support both 

poles
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• Will always be there, whether we leverage them well or 

manage them poorly.

• Are sometimes managed fluidly, e.g., breathing

• Are the source of tension and conflict—within each of 

us, and in our relationships, teams, and communities

• When poorly managed, polarities cause us to be stuck 

and repeat mistakes, wasting time and energy without 

results.

• Well leveraged, polarities enable us to spend most of 

our time in the upsides of both poles, realizing our 

vision.

P
O

L
A
R

IT
IE

S
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What are you walking away with?

• Sharing your session takeaways is a way to pay attention to 

the polarity of self and other, individual and collective. 

• What resonated with you in this session? What are you 

taking away? 
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Leadership and Polarities

• Being able to leverage polarities complements the problem-

solving, critical thinking, and decision-making skills of any 

leader.

• Where you have blind spots, you can invite and welcome 

the perspectives of diverse stakeholders who see what you 

can’t.

• Leading is especially challenging when you believe you 

are right, and that the other perspective is wrong. 

Remember: we could both be right.
Be gentle and you can be bold; be frugal and you can be 

liberal; avoid putting yourself before others and you can 

become a leader among men.

—Lao Tzu
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LMR’s Call to Action for 

Class of 2021

• Can you hold the tension  of interdependent values?

• Can you leverage the energy to get the best of both?

• Can you be fully open to the value of apparently 

competing values? 

• Can you consider that for our most complex challenges, 

the right answer may be Both/And instead of Either/Or?
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Resources
• And: Making a Difference by Leveraging Polarity, Paradox, or 

Dilemma, 2020, by Barry Johnson

• Leveraging Polarities in Changing Organizational and Leader 

Identity, 2017, Practicing OD, Volume 49, Ann V. Deaton

• Navigating Polarities: Using Both/And Thinking to Lead 

Transformation, 2019, by Brian Emerson & Kelly Lewis

• Practicing OD: Applying Polarity Thinking to Complex Societal 

Issues, 2017, Practicing OD, Volume 49, Chief Greg Mullen, 

Margaret Seidler, Jake Jacobs, & Chandra Irvin.

• Unleashing the Positive Power of Differences: Polarity Thinking in 

Our Schools, 2014, by Jane A. G. Kise

And feel free to reach out: Ann@wecanbounce.com


